POWER SHUT DOWN

Panaji, February 19, 2018
Magha 30, 1939

Power shut down has been arranged on at 11KV Keri feeder from 9.00 a.m. to 2.00 p.m. on February 20, 2018 to carry out maintenance work. The areas affected are V.P Paliye and V.P Keri and Surrounding areas.

Similarly, on February 20, 2018 from 9.00 a.m. to 4.00 p.m. at 11 KV Sesa Goa Feeder from Sancoale Sub Station to carry out maintenance work. The areas affected are Pinky Shipyard, Robert Vales Shipyard, Marman Shipyards, Zorint, Five Star Laundry, Rua-De Maria, Shantadurga temple and surrounding areas.

Similarly, on February 20, 2018 from 9.00 a.m. to 1.00 p.m. at 11 KV Mangor Feeder and 11 KV Vasco I Feeder to carry out maintenance work. The areas affected are Baina, Mangor, Driver hill, Gandhinagar, Tariwada, Desterro, Sanjeevani hospital.

Similarly, on February 20 to 28, 2018 from 9.00 a.m. to 2.00 p.m. at 11 KV Bhati Feeder and 11 KV Vasco I Feeder to carry out Aerial Bunch Cable work. All the electricity consumers falling in the areas of V.P Waddem Col-I, Maida, Gawaliwada and part of V.P Bhati will have no power supply during the aforesaid dates and time.